
  

 
 

 
    
 
 

 

     

George Gray 
I have studied many times 

The marble which was chiseled for me— 

A boat with a furled sail at rest in a harbor. 

In truth it pictures not my destination 

But my life. 

For love was offered me and I shrank from its 

disillusionment; 

Sorrow knocked at my door, but I was afraid; 

Ambition called to me, but I dreaded the 

chances. 

Yet all the while I hungered for meaning in my 

life. 

And now I know that we must lift the sail 

And catch the winds of destiny 

Wherever they drive the boat. 

To put meaning in one’s life may end in 

madness, 

But life without meaning is the torture 

Of restlessness and vague desire— 

It is a boat longing for the sea and yet afraid.  

--Edgar Lee Masters 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    Rabbi Kalman Packouz, a close disciple of Rabbi Noach Weinberg zt’l, the legendary founder of Aish HaTorah, 

recounts: 

    “I once asked Rabbi Noah Weinberg for his favorite joke. He gave a little laugh and then proceeded to tell me, 

"There was once a man who worked the late shift. When his shift was over, he would take a shortcut home through a 

graveyard. One dark, moonless night he was following the path when he fell into an open grave. Unbeknownst to him, 

someone had dug it during the day. For an hour he tried to find a foothold or handhold to get out of the grave. Finally, 

he gave up, sat in the corner, and decided to wait until someone came in the morning. 

    "A short while later another man -- taking the same shortcut -- plops into the grave. From his seat in the corner, the 

first man watches as the second man searches for a foothold or handhold to get out. Figuring he'll save the guy some 

time -- and maybe they can get out if they work together -- he gets up, walks up behind the second man. He then taps 

him on the shoulder from behind. Zip! Zap! The second man jumps straight out of the grave!" 

    After sitting there for a few moments pondering probably one of the un-funniest jokes I have ever heard, I asked Reb 

Noah, "Rebbe, what's so funny about that joke?" 

    Reb Noah smiled his warm smile, his eyes twinkled, and he replied, "Kalman, don't you understand? We are using so 

little of our potential. Imagine what we could accomplish if we actually used our potential! Isn't that funny? The 

Almighty gives us virtually unlimited potential and we don't use it." 

    After the Torah completes its description of the great revelation of Sinai, the Torah launches into a detailed 

exposition about the practical laws of daily interpersonal living. 

    Rabbi Avigdor Miller zt’l explained that the Torah immediately segues from the lofty revelation to these laws 

because ‘idealism without legalism will never endure. The idealistic aspects of the Torah are not enough; it must be 

cloaked within the mantle of the law.’  

    The first law which the Torah discusses is that of the Jewish slave. The slave is acquired until the Sabbatical year. 

During his years of slavery his master is permitted to marry him to his Canaanite maid so that the children produced will 

be future slaves. When the Sabbatical year arrives the slave is free to leave and return to his home and original family. 
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“But if the slave will say, ‘I love my master, my wife, and my children – I will not go free. Then his master shall bring 

him to the court and shall bring him to the door or to the doorpost, and his master shall bore through his ear with the 

awl, and he shall serve him forever.” 

    Rashi explains that it is specifically the servant’s ear which is pierced because, “The ear that heard at Mount Sinai 

‘For the Children of Israel are slaves unto Me’ and he went and acquired a different master for himself, let it be bored.” 

    What is the significance of the door and the doorway vis-à-vis the slave? 

    A doorway symbolizes transition and change. One stands before an unknown doorway with a certain measure of 

trepidation, not knowing what lies behind the door and where proceeding through it will lead him. A door represents 

instability and diffidence. 

    When Cain was jealous and angry that Hevel’s offering had been accepted by G-d while his was rejected, G-d told 

him
1
, “If you do not do good, at the entrance sin crouches; its longing is toward you, and you will rule over it.” Man’s 

free choice – to succumb to the blandishments of his evil inclination or to resist and overcome – is analogous to a 

doorway. In that sense what lies beyond the doorway is his prerogative. 

    On Chanukah there is a mitzvah for one to light the menorah opposite the mezuzah on his doorpost
2
. The Mezuzah, 

which is affixed to our doorpost inclined inward, symbolizes the need for us to spiritually protect our homes from the 

luring impurities of the outside world. Our homes are to be citadels of holiness, not allowing our traditions to be 

compromised. 

    The Chanukah candles, which shimmer glowingly in the darkness outside, represent our mission to illuminate the 

outside world. Our mission is to be a beacon of light for the entire world, the bastion of morality and sanctity. 

    Rambam
3
 writes that one of the Syrian-Greek’s nefarious decrees was, “One should not shut the door to the entrance 

of his home, lest he exploit the privacy of his home in the observance of mitzvos.” This decree was a terrible breach of 

the morality and modesty of a Jewish home. But on a deeper level it represented the inner struggle that each Jew 

maintained at his doorway. Does he succumb to the Greek’s aesthetic lifestyle, or does he remain behind the threshold, 

steadfastly maintaining the traditions of his fathers. 

    The Menorah is lit in the doorway to symbolize our desire to remain resolute in our convictions and not ‘waver in the 

doorway’.  

    Kli Yakar writes that the servant’s ear is pierced in the doorway because the Torah granted him ‘an open doorway’, 

i.e. he had a way to ascend and move beyond his pitiful lifestyle, but he allowed the door of opportunity to slam in his 

own face. 

    There are periodically doors that open before us in life. But it requires tremendous courage and conviction to leave 

the comfort of ritual, trite as it may be, to plunge into the potential of the unknown. 

    When the servant’s ear is pierced in the doorway it leaves a mark of blood on the doorway. This is reminiscent of an 

earlier time in our history. On the night before the Egyptian exodus, Moshe commanded the anticipating nation to host 

their first Pesach Seder. Earlier in the day they were to have taken the blood of the Pesach offering and smeared along 

their doorposts, symbolizing that their home was a Jewish home. That act symbolized a level of transcendence over their 

former captors. 

    Chazal relate that any Jew who did not wish to leave Egypt died during the plague of darkness, when the Egyptians 

could not witness what was occurring. In all, eighty percent – millions upon millions of Jews - died, just a few weeks 

prior to the exodus. 

    They died because they were unwilling to open the door and traverse the threshold. The prospect of leaving the 

comfort of Egypt, where they had recently become wealthy and powerful, to enter into the vast desert was too daunting 

and frightening. It was only those who smeared the blood on their doors, symbolizing their courage to open the next 

door and follow it who merited redemption. 

    The Jewish slave settled into a routine during his years of servility. But now the door of opportunity is open before 

him. He has the chance to begin anew, make amends, and make something more of himself. His decision to ignore the 

opportunity is a tragic failure.  

    “I am asleep but my heart is awake. A sound! My beloved is knocking. “Open for Me My sister, My beloved, My 

dove, My perfection…” I have doffed my shirt how can I don it? I have already washed my feet how can I soil them?
4
”  

    When opportunity knocks are we willing to open the door? Or do we allow the fear of the unknown to dominate us 

and compel us to remain paralyzed at whatever level we are on? 

    “His master shall bring him to the door“ 

    “At the entrance sin crouches” 
 

(Stam Torah by R’ Dani Staum) 

 

1 Bereishis 4:7. 2 Shabbos 22a; Rambam, Chanukah 4:7. 3 Iggeres Hashmad. 4 Shir Hashirim 5:2-3 





   If you see your enemy’s donkey lying under its 

burden would you refrain from helping him? You 

shall surely help along with him. (Shemos 23:5) 

    You shall surely help along with him: Heb. ָעֹזב◌

 …is an expression of help ִעִזיָבה This .ְַּתִעֹזב ִעמֹו

(Rashi) 

    The phraseology here always troubled me. 

How does the word “azov” which is usually as-

sociated with “abandonment” suddenly come to 

mean “helping” here? Why is it repeated, “azov, 

tazov- imo”. 

    I was there at the Bris at Yeshiva that wintry 

morning. The baby received his beautiful Jewish 

name, Yaakov, after Reb Yaakov Kaminetsky ztl. 

Who had passed away that year just months earlier. The bagels and lox were great and the room was 

crowded with important guests. It was warm and pleasant beyond description. One of the biggest 

treats, however, was the opportunity to bask in the glory of someone known as the Tzadik of Monsey, 

Rabbi Mordechai Schwab ztl. who was honored with Sandik. (I remember my Rebbe telling me once, 

a lot of people are called a Tzadik, perhaps potentially we all are, but “he’s a real Tzadik!” Just to 

have met him or interacted with him was a life altering experience.) Well, Reb Mordechai needed to 

leave right after the Bris and before the meal to return to his Yeshiva, Beis Shraga. An hour later after 

the event I had the privilege to meet up with the individual who had the merit to drive Rabbi Morde-

chai Schwab to his destination. 

    While we were all inside the building and enjoying the festivities a heavey wet storm was dropping 

many-many inches of sloppy wet snow outside. By the time the driver was securely belted in along 

with Rabbi Schwab and another passenger, a large accumulation of snow was blanketing the parking 

lot. The driver described his frustration at trying to move the car up a slight incline but how at one 

point his wheels started to spin. There was no choice but that the other passenger had to go out of the 

car to give a push so that they could extricate themselves from the deepening hole the tires were po-

lishing. Anyone who drives in snow knows the routine, how you rock and roll from reverse to drive 

and then the big push to liberate. 

    This is where the story gets interesting. The driver described with awe and wonderment how 

amazed and impressed he was about what happened next. The elderly Rabbi Schwab was standing 

behind the car ready to push. For the next few minutes a spirited “discussion” unfolded. The driver 

refused to allow Rabbi Schwab to push. He insisted that the Rabbi sit in the car while they “take care 

of the situation”. Rabbi Schwab absolutely refused to budge. He stood there with his hands on the 

back of the car with snow falling all about him and he was unmoved by their appeal about his honor 

or age. He repeated over and over again, while waiting for the driver to engage the car, “Azov, tazov 

imo!” 

    They could not prevail with logic or passion. He just stood his ground repeating emphatically, 

“Azov tazov imo” -“you shall surely help along with him!” With Rabbi Schwab’s help they extri-

cated themselves and the driver remained stunned by his stubborn insistence to do what was right! 

     Maybe azov, abandon means to abandon one’s selfishness and to merge totally with another’s sit-

uation. Imo – is to be with the other person. “Be with the person!”Identify with their pain! Maybe 

Rabbi Schwab was just answering them in their debate, justifying his choice, by the refrain, “Azov 

tazov imo”, or perhaps he was reminding himself to overcome his own feelings of coldness and natu-

ral resistance and to make the effort to actually enter another’s world! 
                                           (By R’ Label Lam) 



 



  


